Contro l’europeismo! Contro l’anti-europeismo nazionalista e leghista!

Sulla scia di Monti, il governo Letta continua l’attacco contro i lavoratori, varando una “nuova” più autoritaria repubblica e partecipando alle guerre Onu-Ue-Nato contro i popoli e gli sfruttati dell’Africa e del Medioriente.
The main responsible of the Savar massacre are here in Italy, in Europe, in the Western countries!

Wednesday on April 24, 2013, an eight-story building collapsed, in the town of Savar, near Dhaka, the capital of Bangladesh. The building, that housed five textile factories with about three thousand workers, had been declared unsafe time ago. The day before, workers noticed cracks in the upper floors of the building and protested, but were threatened and forced into working anyway by supervisors. The consequence was a tragedy: more than 1,000 workers (mostly women and youths) died under the rubble.

Immediately after the collapse, thousands of female and male workers invaded the streets of Dhaka, claiming justice for Savar victims and security in workplace.

Protestors did not direct their anger only against the bosses and the local government, but also denounced the interests and the pressures of Western garment multinational corporations lying behind the Savar massacre. Actually, almost all the clothing industries of Bangladesh work for these big companies. Big garment brands are the first responsible of the Savar massacre, starting from Italian corporations lying behind the Savar massacre.

The Italian consul and the Italian government, in spite of the Savar massacre, did not invited the workers to try to balance the workers’ anger, but also denounced the interests and the pressures of Western garment multinational corporations lying behind the Savar massacre.

The workers of Bangladesh are not willing to be passive anymore. They are fighting to improve their conditions, just like the other Asian workers do. What happened in Bangladesh demonstrates that.

Five century of colonialism and imperialism have led to extreme poverty in Bangladesh. For many years Western capitalists exploited this situation to impose almost slave conditions. But nowadays, on the wave of industrialization process in China and Asia, a numerous and young working class developed also in this little but very populated country. Workers of Bangladesh working class developed also in this little but very populated country. Workers of Bangladesh are working anyway by supervisors. The consequence was a tragedy: more than 1,000 workers (mostly women and youths) died under the rubble.

The main responsible of the Savar massacre here in Italy, in Europe, in the Western countries!